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Executive Summary

pharmaceutical industry—to defend those rights. In

The world’s largest pharmaceutical maker, Pfizer Inc.,

its intended scale, leverage and social value, the pro-

faced a moral and strategic challenge: How could it

gram demonstrates Pfizer’s support for Principle One

respond to the HIV/AIDS epidemic, the most devas-

of the U.N. Global Compact that seeks the protection

tating disease of the developing world, in a way that

of human rights, by attempting to safeguard the most

was commensurate with the company’s leading posi-

basic one – to life itself. As HIV/AIDS increasingly

tion in its field? Pfizer’s own portfolio of marketable

leads to inequities in the society and workplaces of

therapies had little to offer in combating the disease.

developing countries, the program also addresses the

It nonetheless faced internal and external pressures to

goal of Principle Six, “to eliminate discrimination in

expand access to healthcare for the world’s most

employment and occupation,” by reducing the stig-

needy. In response, Pfizer this year began mobilizing

ma of the disease through education and prevention.

the technical skills and expertise of its own employees
in the fight. Under the personal oversight of

NGO and field benefits
Chairman and CEO Henry (Hank) A. McKinnell, the
In its approach to these goals, Pfizer has wisely partPfizer Global Health Fellows volunteer program,
nered with non-profit aid organizations (“NGO partdubbed “Hank’s Peace Corps,” sends skilled personners”) already active in the target regions and steeped
nel to developing countries to help non-governmental
in a common mission. In turn, the NGOs engage
organizations (NGO) build the health and social infratheir own field staffs or local organizations, such as
structure in communities ravaged by HIV/AIDS.
community clinics, research and training institutions
McKinnell’s vision, extending beyond traditional
(“field organization beneficiaries”) in developing
industry responses of cash and drug donations and
countries to identify solutions to their most pressing
ordinary volunteerism, is a novel experiment in largeneeds. Under this arrangement, the NGO partners
scale international development: Pfizer intends to
expect to gain a number of benefits from Pfizer pereventually scale up the program to include volunteers
sonnel—generally in capacity-building analysis, planfrom throughout private industry, and in so doing,
ning and training that they couldn’t otherwise afford.
has the rare opportunity to establish a new model of
Because each volunteer’s assignment is different,
cross-sector engagement at the deepest level of organthese benefits take many forms, such as: improved
izations to confront AIDS and potentially other global
epidemiological skills to better identify health trends
crises.
and plan interventions; increased efficiency in NGO
As society evolves to the conclusion that medical care

program management, learning, reporting and

is a human right, the Fellows program advances the

fundraising; improved drug-trial competence that in

moral and practical discussion about the role and

turn attracts more Western resources; AIDS educa-

means of various institutions—especially the critical

tion, prevention and economic-support tools for work-
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places and care centers; and training in state-of-the-

• The labor-intensive planning to accommodate the

art medical skills. In theory, these benefits result in

needs of all partners—the corporation, the NGO,

more efficient and better healthcare for field benefici-

its field staff, beneficiaries and the individual vol-

aries and patients.

unteer—cannot be overestimated.
• Field assignments are most productive when they

Pfizer benefits

are driven by beneficiary needs and not simply to

Pfizer fully anticipates many advantages from the

accommodate the interests of available volunteers.

Fellows program as well. As a “personnel develop-

• The personal traits of successful corporate employ-

ment” tool, its volunteers are expected to come home

ees are not always suited to the rigors of the devel-

with new operational and business insights, as well as

oping world; thorough screening and preparation

better understanding of the company’s many stake-

are vital.

holders (patients, communities, medical professionals, NGOs). These insights should inform future
social policies, business processes and decisions—not

• NGO adjustment to the culture and disciplines of
for-profit corporations is nearly as significant.
• Corporate executives’ enthusiasm can help drive

the least of which include bringing future AIDS ther-

momentum but also complicate program manage-

apies to market. For many employees impassioned by

ment by pushing for faster and wider implementa-

public-health issues, the program is also expected to

tion.

be a valuable recruitment and retention tool. And, sig-

• Western corporate expertise does not always trans-

nificantly, it is intended to help build relations with

fer easily to developing-world conditions, and

both critical activist organizations and powerful leg-

work-arounds are difficult to find.

islative and regulatory authorities—many of whom

• Mid-managers’ willingness to allow volunteers

believe the pharmaceutical industry must make more

time-off is critical to such a program’s success, and

effort to address the developing world’s health crises.

the burden felt by colleagues back home can jeopardize that approval.
• Expectations by all parties of the others must be

Lessons learned
firmly set—and then constantly adjusted.
Because the program just entered pilot testing in the
second half of 2003, there are no significant outcomes yet to report. However, a number of lessons

Key conclusions

from the early phases of implementation are valuable

Clearly the challenge Pfizer has addressed with the

for the light they shed on the nuances of building

Fellows program is profoundly significant; there is

cross-sector partnerships around the contributions of

perhaps none more so than the politically charged

corporate volunteers. Some of these lessons include:

and intractable dilemma of AIDS, especially for a
pharmaceutical developer today. The volunteer
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approach is an innovative attempt to bring the com-

create change within the company’s processes, of the

pany’s core medical and managerial competencies to

sort the Global Compact intends.

bear on difficult infrastructure challenges, which
This case focuses on the Fellows program efforts to
inhibit the efficacy of drug and cash donations and
support HIV/AIDS service NGOs in developing counhinder the successful treatment and prevention of
tries; it does not investigate Pfizer’s business pracAIDS. While the Fellows program is admittedly a
tices around the HIV/AIDS crisis. In this context, the
modest beginning—the first-round pilot consists of
study explores the complexities of building productive
18 Fellows hosted by seven NGOs in nine countries
partnerships and seeks to provide critical learning for
(see Appendix A), and will grow to perhaps 50 voluncompanies and prospective partners on what is necesteers per year—Pfizer ambitiously seeks to scale it to
sary to make such initiatives work.
meaningful impact with additional partners. The concept has been appreciably more challenging to execute than Pfizer, the NGOs and field organizations
first imagined. Sharing the knowledge of Pfizer’s own
specialists shows deeper organizational commitment
than other avenues it could have chosen, such as
donating more cash or drugs, and is far more difficult
than it probably needed to pursue if its motivation
were purely image-building.
The Fellows response, however, stops short of tackling knotty business strategy changes called for by
critics of the pharmaceutical industry in recent years.
For example, a tiered and transparent global pricing
system would allow health authorities in poor countries to purchase critical drugs at lower and more predictable prices and could lead the industry to even
more profound benefits for the disadvantaged. Pfizer
does not pose the Fellows program as a substitute or
ultimate solution to such issues. However, one can
imagine that its most significant contribution ultimately may be the influence of its returning volunteers on management’s future thinking about such
policies. In this way, the program has the potential to
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Background

ic revenue growth in 2002 was flat, compared to the

By April 2001, when Dr. Hank McKinnell was

industry average of 8%, in part due to the company’s

appointed chairman and CEO of New York-based

“mediocre performance” in its R&D efficiency2. And

Pfizer, the company was well on its way to realizing

with the recent acquisitions, it has had to contend

its long-stated mission of becoming the world’s

with fragile morale as it restructured operations and

largest pharmaceutical maker. With its acquisition of

laid off employees.

Warner-Lambert in 2000, and then of Pharmacia in
2003, Pfizer would virtually double its revenues in five

Socially aligned mission

short years, to an estimated $48 billion, and surpass

With unprecedented financial strength, McKinnell

its nearest competitor, GlaxoSmithKline, by 50
percent1 . The company of 130,000 employees today

was free starting in 2001 to redefine the company’s

claims the largest sales force and research budget ($7

pressures. That mission is to become the “world’s

billion in 2003), and one of the broadest product port-

most valued company” not only to investors, patients

folios in the industry, controlling eight of the world's

and customers but also, notably, to employees, part-

25 top-selling pharmaceuticals. Pfizer’s recent market

ners and “communities where we live and work.” To

capitalization of about $245 billion ranks it among

achieve that mission, McKinnell laid out three core

the four most valuable stocks in the world.

planks: 1) continued financial growth to fuel the R&D

mission to address the growing internal and external

required to keep producing more and better drugs; 2)
The challenges facing the new chairman, however,
a more aggressive approach to social obligations to
were equally striking. In recent years, the prescription
safeguard the company’s “license to operate” around
pharmaceutical industry has faced an unprecedented
the world; and 3) increased access to affordable
wave of patent expiries and, as a result, rising compehealthcare for those in need, starting with more effectition from generic-drug makers. The growth rate of
tive drug development and extending to product
prescription-drug spending has been declining, while
donations and discounts, and prevention education
increased regulatory hurdles have slowed the rate of
and care-giver training. While citizenship and access
new-drug approvals in the U.S. and driven up the
have long driven Pfizer’s philanthropic activities, they
resources required to bring a drug to market.
became—with McKinnell’s new mission—key eleMoreover, regulators and advocacy groups around the
ments of the company’s core business strategy.
world have exerted stringent pressure to lower prices
“Hank’s actions reflect how times and needs have
and loosen patent claims, especially in developing
changed,” says Charles L. Hardwick, senior vice presicountries where AIDS has been most devastating.
dent for corporate affairs. “Our alignment with corpoMore particular to Pfizer, according to Fortune, organ-

1Fortune, March 3, 2003: “King of the Pill”
2ibid.
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rate citizenship reflects the increasing obligations that

Management evolution

are being expected of us.”

Yet in many ways, including its access efforts, Pfizer
is still catching up with its fast growth and dominant

Indeed, the company has since rapidly increased its
industry position. In only the last decade, it has
commitment and resources to social responsibilities
evolved from a company run like a small family busiand access. The first senior staff position for corponess with a decidedly U.S.-centric world vision, to the
rate citizenship was appointed in 2002, and
global leader in more than 80 countries with comMcKinnell signed the U.N. Global Compact later that
mensurate responsibilities. In one measure of the
year. Moreover, the company has undertaken or
challenge to meet its expanded image, a recent study
expanded several initiatives to increase healthcare
by CoreRatings, an independent U.K. consultancy,
access: In late 2001 Pfizer dramatically expanded its
ranked Pfizer eighth out of the world’s 11 top pharmafunding and drug donations to the International
ceutical companies in the way it has responded to
Trachoma Initiative, a cross-sector partnership it startsocial issues in developing countries. The report, noted in 1998 to rid poor countries of the blindnessing the lack of transparency in communicating its
causing infection. It also widely expanded another
policies, put Pfizer “some way behind” others in faccross-sector initiative, first started in South Africa, to
tors such as the allocation of R&D resources to develdonate its antifungal Diflucan for the treatment of
AIDS-related infections. Complementing that effort,

oping-world diseases, pricing and patent policies, and
medicine safety and clinical-trial management4.

Pfizer started a series of grants to promote prevention
and treatment education about HIV/AIDS in the

In other ways, however, management’s approach to

developing world, and another for the Southern U.S.

healthcare access has gone through a large cultural

Like others in the industry, it launched a discount

shift. “Six years ago when we presented our drug

card in the U.S. for low-income Medicare beneficiar-

donation proposal for trachoma, senior executives had

ies to get Pfizer medicines at lower prices. And it

serious concern that we could ‘move the needle’ in

committed more than $21 million to build and staff a

the disease,” says Paula Luff, director of international

new Infectious Disease Institute in Uganda, pioneer-

philanthropy. “We have since seen with the trachoma

ing state-of-the-art AIDS treatment, training and

and Diflucan initiatives that we can make a differ-

research in sub-Sahara Africa. In all, Pfizer’s philan-

ence, and it’s encouraged us to do more, including

thropic donations of drugs and cash totaled $447 mil-

the Fellows program. Our access programs have

lion in 2001—for the first time ranking it as the top
corporate donor in the United States3—and rose to

grown from a traditional contributions approach to a

$598 million in 2002.

judged.” McKinnell, for example, added performance

core business function in terms of how we want to be

3Chronicle of Philanthropy, http://www.philanthropy.com
4CoreRatings, May 2003: “Philanthropy or Good Business? Emerging market issues for the global pharmaceutical industry,” www.coreratings.com.
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Pfizer Fellows:
Surveying motherchild healthcare
trends in Vietnam

metrics on product donations, grants and other phil-

tries so far where it has formed partnerships with

anthropic access programs to quarterly financial

national governments and NGOs. Including related

reports to investors.

healthcare training for a broad range of AIDS care,
Diflucan Partnership spending has totaled $133 mil-

Inadequacy in AIDS

lion and accounts for the vast bulk of Pfizer’s philan-

Ironically, the world’s largest drug company has few

thropy spending on HIV/AIDS—which in turn totals

products to treat HIV/AIDS, the greatest health crisis

10 percent of the total philanthropy budget—up from

in centuries in the developing world, which is home

virtually nothing before 2001. Still, Diflucan is not a

to a staggering 96 percent of the 40 million current
HIV cases5. Diflucan, which fights AIDS-related

therapy for the HIV virus itself. In that category of

infections, is Pfizer’s only relevant drug marketable

approved product, Viracept, outside of the U.S. due to

outside of the U.S. Since starting donations in 2000

license restrictions. To address this shortcoming, it

under some pressure from advocacy groups in South

has invested in two other promising ARVs—although

Africa, the company has since won respect for guar-

they are still in clinical trials and years away from

anteeing supplies as long as needed to the 17 coun-

market. It has also spent heavily to found the Uganda

antiretrovirals (ARV), Pfizer cannot market its only

5Kaiser Family Foundation, July 2002: Fact Sheet on HIV/AIDS.
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Infectious Disease Institute, which in turn brought

frontier spirit in America that says if a neighbor

support from two dozen other sponsors such as

needs help, you help, and we hadn’t really tapped into

Microsoft and Johnson & Johnson, and will open in

that,” McKinnell says. As he and corporate affairs

2004.

head Chuck Hardwick mulled the idea for a volunteer
medical corps, they passed it to Luff in international

Compared with the urgency of the AIDS crisis, howphilanthropy to determine its feasibility.
ever, even that response has not satisfied many external and even internal stakeholders. The challenge
came to a head starting around the time McKinnell

Global Health Fellows: Program Design

was appointed CEO. Activists such as Doctors

From that spark, the Fellows program plan emerged

Without Borders, as well as the press, became

over the early months of 2002 with the main goal of

increasingly vociferous in their rebuke of the pharma-

helping NGOs build capacity to fight HIV/AIDS.

ceutical industry for obstructing access to medicines

Pfizer would loan technically skilled, high-perform-

by Africans dying of AIDS. In particular, they chal-

ance employees for up to six months to qualifying

lenged the industry to systematically lower and publi-

NGOs. Volunteers would perform discrete, non-staff

cize prices on all medications relevant to developing-

functions focused on improving processes, training

world diseases; refrain from enforcing patents that

trainers, and building health-delivery infrastructures

would exacerbate health problems there; and allow

in developing countries—some of the key missing

cheaper generic imports of patented drugs. McKinnell

links in addressing the crisis. The NGOs would iden-

and other industry officials argued that such policies

tify needs, create the assignments, assist Pfizer in cre-

would undermine the R&D-based business model

ating program operating policies, and along with an

that produced the drugs in the first place—with no

internal Pfizer committee select appropriate

substitute system to take its place. At the same time,

“Fellows”; the NGOs would have final say over who

expectations mounted among employees, investors

they assign, as well as manage and evaluate their per-

and business partners for Pfizer to take stronger

formance in the field. For its part, Pfizer would con-

action in the AIDS tragedy.

tinue to fully compensate the Fellows and preserve

Considering the interests of all stakeholders,
McKinnell came to a conclusion: “We had to move
from being part of the problem to part of the solution,” he says. But how to do so was not clear. Then,
after the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks elicited an outpouring of volunteer efforts by Pfizer’s New York employees, it occurred to him that the same response might

their regular jobs while in the field. It would also pay
for all direct costs, such as travel, vaccines and communications, as well as fund the NGO with an
upfront grant to cover all direct local costs—housing,
ground transportation, per-diem expenses—and indirect expenses for NGO field and headquarters administration.

be harnessed in the AIDS crisis. “There’s this natural
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The Fellows program does little to respond to the

that corporations donate; six of the seven NGOs

hard demands of activists that in part inspired it.

participating in the inaugural round of fellowships

“Pfizer is a leader in global health philanthropy,” says

received previous Pfizer grants, for example.

Tom Dougherty, executive director of Doctors of the

5. The program can potentially scale to meet the

World-USA (DOW), an NGO partner providing med-

deeper needs of the AIDS crisis with volunteers

ical assistance around the world. “But the pharma

from other companies. In Pfizer’s vision, it may

industry has lots of other expectations on it, such as

eventually evolve into a clearinghouse function. If

pricing and patents, and that pressure is not going

that model prevails, it could influence the funda-

away with or without the Fellows.” DOW and other

mental nature of corporations’ approach to social

NGOs agree, however, that the Fellows program

engagement in world crises.

design uniquely addresses critical needs of non-profFor the pharmaceutical industry in particular, the
its in the developing world:
Fellows concept is a notable experiment. The leading
1. In the functions they perform, the Fellows’ expert12 manufacturers, under intense pressure from advoise is deployed to build lasting NGO field capacity,
cacy groups and governments, have donated a considwhich in theory will create value beyond tradierable $3.6 billion in mostly products and cash in the
tional one-shot contributions of cash or product
last year to developing countries—much of it through
donations.
various cross-sector partnerships. However, “in terms
2. Their extended duration in the field goes well
of effectiveness, the whole industry is still struggling
beyond the typical corporate volunteer opportunity
to understand how to do large-scale international
of a day or two, offering the potential of substandevelopment,” notes Kyle Peterson, a health care
tive skills transfer.
industry specialist with the Boston consultancy
3. The intent to drive outcomes and impact rather
Foundation Strategy Group. The Fellows program
than merely demonstrate philanthropic spirit is
represents a maturation of the process, from arm’sreinforced by the NGO’s role in assessing individlength grant making, to joint public-private initiatives,
ual contributions. Those reviews are incentive for
and now to integrating corporate personnel into the
Fellows to perform well, since their Pfizer superviNGO’s mission. “Pfizer is very receptive to creating
sors back home will rely on them in part when
value, not just writing checks, and Fellows is the
conducting annual job evaluations that determine
embodiment of that intent,” Peterson says. “They
Fellows’ compensation and promotion.
understand their position as number one in the mar4. The program has great potential to be synergistic
ket, and it's a heavy responsibility."
with other philanthropic initiatives. The Fellows’
skills and expertise in many cases augment the
cash, products and educational/training resources
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Motivations

call of what corporations should do. Others say it is

By all accounts, the primary driver behind the Fellows

not nearly enough. I say that if business alone is

concept is McKinnell, who has set a model of person-

expected to solve the crisis in healthcare access,

al social engagement for Pfizer. A member of the U.S.

then we will certainly fail. But if business is accept-

President’s Advisory Council on HIV/AIDS, he also

ed as a full and trusted partner, along with govern-

initiated the ground-breaking Infectious Disease

ments, nongovernmental organizations, and other
donors, then we have a chance to succeed.”6

Institute in Kampala, Uganda, and led the pharmaceutical industry in a recent agreement with the

While the Fellows program primarily responds to

World Trade Organization to allow developing nations

challenges external to the company, it is also motivat-

facing public-health emergencies to import generic

ed by a number of internal benefits for Pfizer:

versions of patented drugs from countries like India
and Brazil. “At Pfizer, our dream is universal access to

• To ease relations with activists and NGOs who are

basic healthcare, and we’re holding ourselves account-

most critical of large drug-makers’ access policies.

able for measurable progress toward that goal,” he

Seth Appel, director of service programs for

recently told an audience of the United Nations

American Jewish World Service (AJWS), a Fellows

Association. He continued:

NGO partner, reflects the view of many who have
come to understand Pfizer’s intent: “It’s very fash-

“That’s why Pfizer is trying to take the lead in

ionable among international development profes-

building partnerships aimed directly at better

sionals to blame greed among corporate giants for

access to healthcare…We know that partnerships

all these people dying in the developing world.

like the Infectious Disease Institute in Uganda, or

Pfizer’s obviously sensitive to criticism of large

the Diflucan Program offered to AIDS patients in

pharma companies, and they want to cultivate a

50 of the least developed nations, won’t be com-

better image. Maybe it’s damage control for criti-

plete answers to complex problems, but they can

cism they get over pricing and the like. But there’s

be ‘pebbles in the pond’ — models for

certainly a genuine effort to make a concrete con-

others…With Pfizer Global Health Fellows, we

tribution, and it is important work. Having worked

understand that sending two dozen medically

on the program, my attitude is a dash more posi-

trained employees a year into the developing

tive than it used to be.” Luff even approached one

world’s battle against HIV is not going to dramati-

of Pfizer’s loudest critics, Doctors Without

cally change the world. Yet imagine if one hundred

Borders, as a potential partner, although she is

companies, or one thousand companies, followed

under no illusion that any single program will

that same path. Some say that this is beyond the

6Acceptance remarks, United Nations Association of the USA/Business Council, UN Annual Leadership Award, Oct. 8, 2003.
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appease AIDS activists. “They may see (the Fellows

many of whom are passionate about public health

program) as window-dressing and ‘assuaging our

issues and community service. Despite recent con-

corporate guilt’,” she admits, “but we do hope it

solidation, Pfizer competes strongly for top talent.

will serve as a bridge and start to develop a rela-

So even for those who have no interest in applying

tionship.”

for a fellowship, just knowing Pfizer Fellows are in

• To curry support from public officials whose legislative and regulatory decisions are critical to the

the field has strong appeal.
• To help grow the company by developing more

pharmaceutical industry’s core business interests.

valuable employees, whose enriched personal and

Indeed, many institutional investors fear that regu-

business insights will inform future product deci-

lators and courts will impose harmful rulings on

sions and operations. Some of the first Fellows

patent duration and drug prices unless manufac-

already report field experiences that will enhance

turers make more voluntary effort to address devel-

their work at home. They are building leadership

oping countries’ health problems. “As we’ve grown

skills, honing epidemiological survey techniques,

larger, there’s a rising awareness among policy-

improving protocols for clinical trial studies, and

makers who affect our business that there’s a

developing sensitivities to the vast array of condi-

broader role for corporations beyond making prof-

tions where Pfizer products are used. As Pfizer

its,” says Hardwick in corporate affairs. To the

especially brings more AIDS drugs to market in

extent Pfizer can demonstrate benefits of the

the future, these insights should prove valuable in

Fellows and other philanthropic efforts, “we think

every aspect of commercialization, from medica-

it helps move their attitudes toward us.”

tion regimes to marketing strategies. “These

• To socially engage employees with NGOs, govern-

Fellows will no doubt come back with more than

ments and other stakeholders whose perspectives

they’ll give,” McKinnell says. “We expect it to be

on industry issues, and specifically on Pfizer, will

mutually beneficial.”

help to inform future policies and strategies. “We

than learning from them,” says Nancy Nielsen,

Creating Value: Early Contributions
in the Field

senior director for corporate citizenship. “Because

While it’s too early for Pfizer’s non-profit partners to

of our size, we’ll always be the 800-pound gorilla.

declare concrete benefits, a review of contributions

But if Fellows can help the company to engage and

from the first fellowships reveals the great diversity of

learn from stakeholders, then we can foster more

medical and organizational needs confronting

trust among our partners. This is how businesses

NGOs—and the applicability of corporate skills to fill

change, and Fellows is an opportunity to accelerate

them. Of the first 18 Fellows, six have worked in the

our change.”

support or development of new treatment or preven-

have a reputation for debating stakeholders more

• To help recruit and retain the best employees,
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tion interventions; another six in evaluating and dis-

transfer of her skills makes us a more cutting-edge

seminating best practices gleaned from NGOs’ exist-

organization.”

ing programs; two in grant proposal development and
A sample of the initial assignments helps to better
marketing; and four in training or education of
explain the value in human terms (see Appendix A
hands-on caregivers. Two-thirds are directly related to
for full scope of first-round fellowships):
the medical or social needs of HIV/AIDS victims,
while one-third address underlying healthcare

Carol Plank, senior clinical research manager: AIDS clini-

processes or systems that must be improved before

cal-trial development, Uganda

AIDS treatments can be effective. All have been challenged to focus on functions that can meaningfully
enhance the NGO’s long-term capacity to deliver
improved care for beneficiaries—mostly performing
analysis, planning or training tasks that resourcestrapped non-profits could not otherwise undertake.

Plank, a seasoned nurse and monitor/trainer of clinical trials for AIDS therapies, is establishing treatment
and training protocols for a new five-year AIDS therapy trial at the Infectious Disease Institute of Makerere
University in Kampala. Working for the Academic
Alliance for AIDS Care & Prevention in Africa, a

In hard numbers, the first 18 fellowships, averaging

Pfizer-funded non-profit that is building the institute,

four months in the field, cost Pfizer approximately

Plank has devised processes and trained nurses to

$20,000 each in direct costs and overhead expenses

more efficiently recruit, assess, treat and track 3,000

of the NGOs—not including indirect Pfizer adminis-

trial participants. The nurse training also takes a great

tration costs or the value of the Fellows’ regular com-

burden off of the clinic’s limited physician staff, who

pensation. One partner alone, Doctors of the World-

can thus treat more regular patients. “Carol has

USA, calculates it would have cost up to $150,000 to

brought her research skills at just the right moment

hire outside consultants for the work assigned to its

to help build our competence in clinical trials,” says

five Fellows—an otherwise unaffordable slice of its $4

Dr. Elly Katabira, associate dean of the Makerere

million annual budget. But that may understate the

Medical School, which will take over the institute next

ultimate benefit. “You can’t put a value on the social-

year on behalf of the Uganda government. “These

ization that comes from working together in the

skills attract more trials, which bring with them more

field,” says Dr. Peter M. Ngatia, director of programs

and better treatments so that more patients can keep

at Nairobi-based African Medical and Research

working and supporting their families. Because AIDS

Foundation (AMREF), which sponsored five of the

care changes so rapidly, we need this help to continu-

first 18 Fellows. “If four months of a Fellow’s time is

ally update our staff, who train other professionals

worth $50,000 to Pfizer, it may be worth ten times

from all over Uganda.”

that in the future donations it helps us attract if the

www.bc.edu/corporatecitizenship
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Dr. Hans Groth, medical director: HIV physician training

funding for HIV/AIDS, malaria and other ills—espe-

review, Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan

cially among the vulnerable migrant population of
Burmese who have no other source of healthcare.

Groth, Pfizer’s medical affairs director for Europe and
Among many functions, her effort to coordinate isoCanada, assessed a recent three-country training prolated ethnic groups and aid organizations should also
gram by DOW, which instructed physicians and other
make future programs more efficient. In a second
“harm-reduction” workers on preventing HIV transassignment in St. Petersburg, Russia, Kim provided
mission among high-risk populations such as drug
similar survey collection and analysis training for a
addicts and sex workers. While his evaluation of the
program that is working to improve the risk behavior
trainees’ knowledge retention and execution will help
and prevention practices of children and youth who
DOW to make future training programs more effecare vulnerable to HIV/AIDS.
tive, Groth’s investigation should also help the NGO
to more broadly identify where and how to deploy

Regina McDonald, senior clinical study manager;

future resources most efficiently. “Our whole focus on

Joy Mattson, clinical trial writer: best practices in project

performance at Pfizer has a lot to offer the project

management and documentation, Kenya

management discipline of NGOs,” Groth says. His
Initially assigned to separate tasks, McDonald and
two-month analysis of the political, technical and
Mattson collaborated on analyzing and recommendfinancial drivers of HIV interventions across the three
ing improvements to AMREF’s process for documentcountries, for instance, suggests less training by foring field programs across its nine target countries.
eign experts and more resources to facilitate informaBuilding on the NGO’s high-level guidelines, and bortion exchange among competent local physicians, and
rowing from Pfizer’s own documentation principles,
advocacy to politicians.
they codified best field practices for gathering, sourcKatherine Kim, epidemiologist: health data

ing and centralizing data on projects among nine pri-

collection/management, Thailand, Russia

ority intervention areas such as AIDS, malaria, safe
water/sanitation and family health. Their help in

A senior project manager in Pfizer’s drug-safety
developing more rigorous discipline in project reportreporting group, Kim set up basic processes for coling and dissemination should allow AMREF field
lecting, organizing and interpreting vital disease-trend
managers to more readily share lessons from each
data for a district clinic and associated back-pack
other’s work. It will also help NGO management to
medic team on the Thai-Burmese border. By improvmore effectively lobby policymakers on health issues,
ing the quality of field data, or “bridging the informaas well as report to—and raise funding from—
tion gap,” as Kim puts it, her efforts will help DOW,
donors.
health ministries and community agencies make policy decisions on future prevention, treatment and

12
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Sandra Logue, neonatal nurse: pediatric disease assess-

the real outcome will register when her students

ment and care training, Uganda

apply new skills in preventive care to help reduce
infant deaths. “I can feel the leverage,” Logue says. “If

Seattle-based Logue, a Pfizer sales representative, is
I can teach 60 nurses over five months a few basic
also an eight-year nursing veteran of the U.S. Army
but very important skills, they will affect tens of thouwith a specialty in neonatal intensive care. Placed by
sands of lives over time.”
Health Volunteers Overseas (HVO), she has taught
treatments for critical conditions such as dehydration

Evelyn Torres, purchasing specialist: micro-lending pro-

and an HIV-related form of pneumonia to pediatric

gram feasibility, Honduras

nurses at Mulago Hospital, Uganda’s largest public
After a successful 10-year micro-finance program for
facility, and newborn disease assessment skills to
women in eight countries, Project HOPE assigned
nursing students at Makerere University. With
Brooklyn, NY-based Torres to advise it on the feasibiliUganda’s severe nursing shortage and one of the
ty of providing similar services for the first time to
world’s highest infant mortality rates, Logue’s “cliniHIV/AIDS victims and their families. Assessing the
cal and teaching skills provide us double value,” says
risks, conditions for success, and special credit needs
Mary Speciosa Mbabali, head of Makerere’s nursing
of AIDS patients in San Pedro Sula, Torres’ experidepartment. She expects Logue’s effort to have an
ence in gap analysis and continuous-improvement
impact similar to previous HVO volunteers, who
management on the front end of program develophelped raise students’ test scores by 40 percent. But
ment is a luxury for most NGOs. “We’ve always

Pfizer Fellows:
Developing HIV-AIDS
prevention campaigns in Kenya
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lacked resources to do such sound evaluation of pro-

“partner” into the mix: individual employees who

grams before they start,” says Jared Fixmer, HOPE’s

have unique functional expertise to contribute, but

program coordinator for the Americas. Even if Torres

also varying personalities and motivations to channel.

identifies good reasons to steer HOPE away from

This is a considerable additional complication to the

implementing the program, he adds, “that’s a valu-

known challenges of prior collaborations at the orga-

able contribution.”

nizational level, and thus worthy of close examination. Says Chuck Hardwick: “This is an important
breakthrough program for us, not so much in terms

Building Partnerships: Implementation
Lessons

of dollars as in the commitment of people.”

Since the late 1990s, private for-profit firms have

Over the second half of 2002 through July 2003, Luff

increasingly joined non-profit organizations and gov-

and Fellows program manager Atiya Ali prepared to

ernments in several dozen partnerships to address a

launch a pilot round of fellowships. With no blueprint

host of developing-world health needs: to develop new

to guide them, they pursued many overlapping and

therapies or donate existing ones, to establish drug

mutually dependent processes: developing operating

distribution channels and health infrastructures, and

policies and selection criteria, recruiting NGOs, iden-

to coordinate health programs and service delivery. As

tifying needs, soliciting volunteers. By the end, 18

Michael R. Reich of Harvard University notes, these

Fellows were selected from 45 qualified applicants, for

partnerships have not come without some measure of

assignments with seven NGOs in nine countries.

uneasiness, as the partners’ overlapping missions are

While the lessons learned are far from complete—

commonly challenged by mutual suspicion over

many Fellows were still in the field or had yet to

motives, and by differing cultures, operating struc-

depart by late 2003—the many operational challenges

tures and financial resources7. Pfizer itself has over-

are instructive about the very intense nature of build-

come such challenges with non-profits and interna-

ing cross-sector partnerships on the basis of contribu-

tional institutions to achieve demonstrable public-

tions from individual volunteers:

health gains in the International Trachoma Initiative
(ITI) and Diflucan Partnership Program. Without

Underestimating resources

them, Pfizer senior executives admit they would not

At first, “Hank’s Peace Corps,” as the program came

have had the confidence to pursue the complex

to be known, seemed a fairly straightforward process.

Fellows mission.

But as Luff and Ali dug into its feasibility, the unusual
element of personal employee involvement produced

Indeed, the Fellows program introduces a new key

7Reich, Michael R. “Public-Private Partnerships for Health,” Harvard University Press, April 2002.
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a long list of serious hurdles: How would the compa-

company policy—other answers started to fall into

ny protect Fellows from bodily and health risks in

place. For example, Pfizer considered but quickly

remote and dangerous corners of the world? What

passed on two alternatives to the Fellows concept: The

would be the company’s liability if some harm came

first idea—deploying employees under the existing

to them? How would their employment status be

structure of the U.S. Peace Corps—would have

treated—as leaves of absence, expatriate assignments

required a two-year commitment of volunteers, which

or extended business travel? Would medical and other

was longer than Pfizer was willing to support. The

insurance apply? Would Fellows’ time abroad be eval-

second concept—to team with medical associations to

uated, and if so, how and by whom? Could NGOs

recruit professional talent from outside the company

handle the burden of managing corporate employees

(still a future option)—would likely require the proof

in the field?

of concept using Pfizer employees first to be successful. When Luff and team presented the options in

The challenges quickly escalated beyond philanthropy
June 2002 to Pfizer’s senior management, it unanimanagement to collaboration with a broad cross-funcmously approved the Fellows strategy, and McKinnell
tional team of company experts: human resources
publicly announced it a month later at the
and international compensation to support selection
International AIDS Conference in Barcelona. But the
and draw up operating policies; legal and finance to
hard work of building partnerships had only begun.
establish contracts and accounting processes with the
NGOs; corporate medical services to provide travel
immunizations and precautions; corporate security to
provide intelligence on political and terrorist dangers;
and a subcontractor, Ernst & Young, to provide foreign logistical support, tax research and preparation.
Even for Luff, whose previous career with CARE
made her intimate with the details of working with
NGOs, “we really underestimated the support it
would take,” she says. For Charlene Shapiro, corporate affairs vice president for human resources and
planning, “the administration of this program has
been a bear, made up of bits and pieces of us all
donating our time on top of regular jobs.”

Engaging NGOs
Rather than open a formal request for proposals, Luff
and Ali admittedly cast a “wide net.” They called on
dozens of previous Pfizer grant recipients, and
screened prospects for three key criteria: a common
mission in AIDS or related health-care delivery service, such as training; the ability to place volunteers in
meaningful assignments for up to six months; and
administrative capacity at headquarters and in the
field to manage Fellows’ work. “It was important to
leverage all of our existing relationships, because they
take so much time to establish,” Ali says. Most initially welcomed the program as a deeper extension of the

Once the team understood a key parameter—that

organizations’ previous collaborations. For example,

assignments had to be limited to six months to avoid

Project HOPE’s relationship with Pfizer dates back

prohibitive expatriate benefit costs under existing

www.bc.edu/corporatecitizenship
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some 30 years as a recipient of cash and product

the future is paramount. “We have to keep the pro-

grants, and Pfizer executives have sat on the non-prof-

gram from overwhelming the NGOs,” she says. “It’s

it’s board of directors. “The Fellows program was the

meant to be a resource, not a burden.”

first time we ever explored anything more direct,”
explains Cary Kimble, HOPE’s director of develop-

Managing management

ment. But as he probed his field directors for ideas of

While other staff-initiated projects like the ITI and

how they could deploy Pfizer Fellows, concerns

Diflucan partnerships developed over years, the

mounted:

Fellows process was compacted to months and grew

“At first not everyone here was persuaded that the
program had a lot of value—that it would be worth
the hard work to administer. The program staff was
already over-burdened, and they saw it as one more
thing to manage. Sure, some skeptics wondered if
Pfizer had some other agenda that they would be trading off of our good name. But we made clear, and
always have, that corporate interests wouldn’t dictate
programmatic decisions…Finally our Latin America
director agreed to be the guinea pig and identified

twice as large as first anticipated —largely because it
was initiated by McKinnell and other senior executives who took intense personal interest in it. The
pilot was initially intended only for medical professionals with prior experience in developing countries,
but management felt it was critical to widen participation as interest in the program grew among IT, marketing and operations employees, and NGOs showed
interest in those skills as well. “The intent was to have
a manageable pilot we could learn from, with only
medical professionals whose impact could be meas-

needs at our Honduras AIDS clinic.”

ured most easily. But that wasn’t the best approach
From that point, HOPE submitted a job description to

from an employee-relations perspective of accommo-

Ali, and together they began the nitty-gritty details of

dating as many as possible,” says Shapiro. The trade-

engagement: interviewing and matching volunteers’

offs of that decision quickly became evident:

skills, drawing up operating policies, responding to

Throughout the company, staff instantly lent support

the idiosyncrasies of individual Fellows, and laborious

“to make Hank’s program a success,” as Luff puts it.

negotiating over administrative budgets—all requir-

But the management challenge of integrating a wider

ing more time and resources than both sides antici-

array of skill sets into more NGOs in a shorter time-

pated. Kimble says the contributions of HOPE’s two

frame grew exponentially. Strategic planning, Luff

Fellows in Honduras have since alleviated much of

and Shapiro admit, took a backseat to rapid imple-

the initial doubt: “So far we’ve seen no evidence of

mentation.

any motivations by Pfizer in the field other than to
help us do our mission.” Still, the administrative load
remains heavy, and Ali agrees that streamlining it in

Selecting Fellows
Of the program’s many challenges, qualifying and
matching candidates with NGO field needs became
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the most delicate and vital one. The partners found

Bridging cultures

three difficult elements must converge to create a pro-

The same can be said for the individual Fellows in the

ductive fellowship: defining in advance a specific and

field. For corporate high-achievers dependent on

appropriate capacity-building assignment; matching it

highly supportive and functional environments, the

with a particular candidates’ skills; then coordinating

impoverished work and living conditions of the devel-

the timing of the need with the availability of the

oping world can be jolting. Often the personal traits

Fellow. In many of the first fellowships, the process

that make excellent corporate employees are disas-

suffered from shortcomings in all three steps—as

trous in fieldwork, where poor communications,

well as from a chicken-or-egg dilemma: Pfizer found

undependable personnel, stark living conditions and

it difficult to identify volunteers with appropriate

the lack of materials and resources, sometimes

skills without first knowing the NGOs’ specific needs,

including basic electricity and plumbing, are the

while NGOs were pressed to provide more than vague

norm. With the NGOs’ input, Pfizer devised numer-

or sample job descriptions (i.e., “epidemiologist in

ous criteria to screen candidates – both “hard” factors

Thailand”) without knowing what skills were avail-

(i.e., a minimum of five years of company service

able. “The entire process was like Braille—we were all

with a “high-performance” track record) and “soft”

feeling our way along,” says Dr. Anne Wigglesworth,

skills such as flexibility and resourcefulness. After

program manager for DOW. In some instances the

some difficult experiences of the first round, Ali says,

intention to fill the most pressing field needs was

those soft traits will get even more scrutiny in the

overtaken by management’s desire to accommodate

future.

eager volunteers and create positions to fit their cre“We operate in a very different culture from big cordentials. In the process, some NGOs misunderstood
porations—there’s a lot to do to prepare these people
their Fellows’ skills and had to revamp assignments
for the shock,” says Nancy Kelly, executive director of
once in the field.
Health Volunteers Overseas (HVO), sponsor of two
While most initial matches proved beneficial, both

Fellows in Uganda. One of them is Seattle-based

sides recognized this serendipitous matching process

Pfizer sales representative Sandra Logue, an Army-

was unsustainable and modified it for future appli-

trained nurse. She was appalled to find that nurses in

cants. However, the nature of volunteer-dependent

her Kampala neonatal care clinic were unable to

and resource-limited field organizations means that

afford western-style hospital booties, so worked bare-

needs are constantly shifting, so Pfizer will likely have

footed in wards sometimes strewn with blood and

to get used to last-minute changes and a high degree

used needles. “For take-charge people who are used to

of uncertainty in the process—an aspect of NGO life

being control freaks, it’s really hard to accept the facts

to which planning-intensive corporations are not typi-

of life here, but you have to,” Logue says. “It took me

cally suited.

two weeks just to stop sweating it when a meeting
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started an hour late—or not at all.” (Pfizer is counting

recruiting and management procedures into a consis-

on such stories filtering back from the field to help

tent set of policies has required all parties to adjust

screen future volunteers.)

internal processes. “Pfizer has a refined process for
sending expatriates overseas, but the Global Health

To their dismay, NGOs have similarly had to adjust to
Fellows provide a unique challenge because they arethe realities of corporate culture. Pfizer-paid businesssupported by dual organizations,” says William
class travel, cell phones and security precautions—
Scandone, Pfizer’s director of international compensuch as a stand-by emergency evacuation service—
sation. This unusual circumstance highlights fundaseemed extraordinary to many non-profits. “Pfizer has
mental differences in corporate and NGO operating
so much money while we’re all on such tight budgets,
philosophies. Take the question of the Fellows’ tax stathe differences in financial orientation are astoundtus: With Pfizer continuing to compensate them
ing,” says Wigglesworth of DOW. Sometimes the
while abroad, are they salaried employees subject to
repercussions go beyond simple envy. When she
local income taxes, or volunteers of the exempt nonapproached a prospective donor recently for $25,000
profits? If foreign tax authorities in the future find the
to keep an Asian project running this year, the donor
former, Pfizer will be obliged to pay any additional liaasked if Pfizer’s Fellow there was flown on business
bilities. But that may also expose the NGOs’ status to
class. When she answered yes, the donor replied:
new scrutiny, which could trigger new taxes on the
“‘Tell Pfizer to fly economy next time and pay for your
per-diem expenses that pass through the NGOs from
budget shortfall with the difference’,” Wigglesworth
Pfizer to the Fellows—and even on stipends that
recalls. “It can sometimes be difficult to explain.”
NGOs often pay to other volunteers, past and future.
Other corporate habits are somewhat easier for NGOs
“This could open up a can of worms for all of our volto deal with, such as extra security measures. “It
unteers,” says one concerned NGO executive.
never occurred to me that Fellows might be seen as
targets of a deep-pocketed corporation,” says Kelly of

Adapting Western skills to developing-world condi-

HVO. “We’ve learned as much about the corporate

tions. Ultimately, the Fellows’ over-riding mission is

world as Pfizer has about us.” Luff puts a finer point

to transfer vital medical and operating skills to their

on it: “We have to strike a balance between what’s

NGO colleagues, but local cultural and resource con-

NGO-appropriate, and what a large corporation must

straints often pose serious barriers. All of the tools on

do to meet the security needs and expectations of

which they’ve trained—state-of-the art medical equip-

employees.”

ment, clinical databases, research protocols—simply
don’t exist in most developing countries. Finding
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Meshing operations and philosophies

effective work-arounds is trying for both Fellows and

With the participation of seven NGOs, the startup

their hosts. At Makerere University in Kampala, Dr.

effort to coordinate different accounting, volunteer

Dennis Vargo, a Pfizer clinical pharmacologist, is
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tasked in part with teaching pharmacy students such

“At Pfizer we are expected to lead and take charge, but

fundamentals as the toxic impact on vital organs from

you really can’t do that here,” says Regina McDonald

drugs such as ARV therapies for HIV. But with few

of her AMREF posting in Kenya. A Pfizer colleague,

medicines or modern blood-monitoring equipment

Carol Plank in Uganda, made the same discovery

available at the local teaching hospital, his “clinical”

when her local clinical trial staff resisted her advice to

lessons have been largely theoretical. “It’s a big chal-

adopt “informed consent” standards for patients of

lenge to transfer skills and knowledge from the first-

their new ARV study. “After years of colonial interven-

world corporate experience in ways that we can use

tion, people here are sick of western whites telling

here,” says Vargo’s host, Dr. Erisa Owino, head of

them how to do things,” says Plank, who learned to

Makerere’s pharmacy department. “We understand

work at building respectful relationships before sug-

that training our people to international standards

gesting other changes. The backlash from American

won’t happen overnight. The expert skill is only one

globalization is a risk foreseen by Chuck Hardwick,

component—we also need a transfer of technology

who hopes to counter it in part by sending more non-

and modern facilities. But if Dennis can at least give

U.S. Pfizer personnel into the field in future rounds.

students a perspective of the state of the art, it will

(Only four of the first 18 Fellows came from Pfizer

help us establish best (blood-monitoring) practices for

operations outside of the U.S.—from South Africa,

when ARVs are available.”

Germany, Australia and Colombia.) “We have to guard
against the perception of colonialism—that we’re only

Epidemiologist Eleanor Levine confronted similar
sending out our U.S.-based knowledge,” Hardwick
obstacles in Vietnam. Trained in Pfizer’s meticulous
says. “If this is seen only as a U.S. initiative, it is
procedures for collecting and analyzing field surveys,
much less likely to succeed.”
she was hindered by poor translation resources and
cultural barriers that jeopardized the quality of data
she collected on a natal-care training program. For
Fellows and field beneficiaries alike, she says, “you
just have to be satisfied doing the best you can do.”

Coping back home
To be accepted as a Fellow, a Pfizer candidate must
first get approval from his or her manager for an
extended leave from regular duties. If approval is

Avoiding a “colonial” mentality. Another delicate les-

widely withheld, the program could face trouble meet-

son for Fellows is finding an appropriate attitude

ing NGO demand. Recent response to calls for the lat-

when working with colleagues in developing coun-

est round of Fellows applications is not encouraging.

tries. With the best of intentions, their attempts to

Of 77 initial applicants in late October, 30 could not

share best practices or recommend procedural

get their managers’ approval despite vocal program

changes can come off as supercilious and patroniz-

support by CEO McKinnell. The major cause appears

ing—especially when they are trained in the aggres-

to be the pressure of extra workload on supervisors

sive culture of one of the world’s largest corporations.

and colleagues taking up the slack from absent
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Fellows, and the situation was exacerbated by the

home-care curriculum for a Honduras AIDS clinic.

recent merger with Pharmacia whose people and

As with many Fellows who find their skills in heavy

processes were being integrated just as the first

demand, “so many people wanted part of Posada’s

Fellows were departing for the field. While many

time that we had to adjust the scope of what’s realis-

managers support the program, “it provides signifi-

tic” to fit his limited availability, says HOPE’s Kimble.

cant burden for my group,” says Laura Devlin, a comPartners must also be prepared for expectations to
munications vice president, about the assignment of
sometimes conflict. The accomplishments and
one of her team leaders, Joanne Blakely, to a fivetime commitment that NGOs expect of Fellows as
month project in Nairobi designing an HIV/AIDS
volunteers are often less than Pfizer managers expect
workplace education campaign. “My team was small
of them as fulltime, fully compensated employees.
to start and was going through transition. We have
“These are volunteers, and we don’t control them, or
new people who were to report to Joanne, so it means
even try,” says Nancy Kelly of HVO. “That’s very
getting them oriented, trained and absorbing the extra
different from what Pfizer is used to demanding,”
work in addition to current responsibilities.” Many
and it becomes a challenge for each individual Fellow
thus consider the Fellows’ managers and colleagues
to balance.
back home the “unsung heroes” of the program. But
if Devlin’s experience is widespread, it could face an

Pfizer’s entry into NGO territory has also set expecta-

uphill battle to win mid-management support.

tions by the health facilities, community organizations and other field beneficiaries where Fellows are
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Clarifying expectations

assigned, and those must be appropriately tuned as

As in all partnerships, much of the ultimate success

well. While developing communities are often used to

of the Fellows program rests on setting appropriate

NGOs coming and going, many Fellows find that the

expectations (see Appendix B). Each of the three part-

looming presence of Pfizer, with a market capitaliza-

ners—Pfizer, the NGOs, and individual Fellows—has

tion nearly equal to the GDP of all of sub-Sahara

expectations of the other two, and the uncertainties of

Africa, casts a higher level of anticipation by these

fieldwork have required all to make constant adjust-

groups—for future funding, personnel, drugs, equip-

ments, especially during the pilot period. Some

ment, and even research investments—than they

Fellows have had to scale back their initial expecta-

would have of a typical NGO program. “When a big

tions of the level of support—for communications

company like Pfizer shows up, people in the field

and security, for instance—that they receive in the

expect that if you start something, you’re going to

field from Pfizer. Similarly, Project HOPE’s eager

continue until their end health needs are met—not

field staff had to renegotiate its initial ambitious

just improve their data collection,” says Katherine

objectives for Dr. John Posada, who recently finished

Kim, the Pfizer epidemiologist working on health sur-

three months assessing patient-care protocols and a

vey management in Thailand. “The question is how
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the Fellows program design can assure that our discrete contributions are part of a sustainable commit-

• Former Fellows will provide mentoring to new volunteers to ease their move into the field.

ment so that those expectations of tangible deliverables aren’t disappointed.”

Building Partnerships: Strategic Challenges
Future improvements: From the implementation les-

As a new initiative still in pilot testing, the Fellows

sons learned so far, a number of process improve-

partners have focused so far on implementation

ments are already in the works:

issues. Yet a number of more strategic and philosoph-

• Avoiding the ambiguous volunteer-matching

ical challenges are already emerging:

process of the pilot, applicants will apply directly to
NGOs’ precise job descriptions based on the most

How to measure performance
pressing field needs.
As a company in an industry based on meticulous
• NGOs and field beneficiaries will be allowed more
analysis of performance data, Pfizer intends to hold
time to prepare Fellows for their assignments—
the Fellows program to no less scrutiny. But for Pfizer
and culture shock—to shorten their learning curve
and other stakeholders, how to evaluate both individonce they arrive in-country.
ual performance and overall program effectiveness
• In their selections, NGOs will place more scrutiny
presents a series of challenges. Unlike the specific
on volunteers’ flexibility and resourcefulness in
and common goals of previous Pfizer initiatives, such
handling difficult field conditions, through personas reducing the clinical prevalence of trachoma in taral interviews and reference checks.
get countries over time, the Fellows partners have no
• Pfizer and NGO partners will streamline adminisover-arching objectives other than to generally “help
trative processes, such as standardized payment
NGOs build capacity” and provide opportunities for
procedures—including a set rate to be paid for
Pfizer “personnel development.” (The partners have
NGOs’ program administrative costs.
wisely avoided such an unrealistic ambition, for
• The program will seek increased support from
instance, as reducing the prevalence of AIDS, recogmid-managers and non-U.S. executives to encournizing that it’s too entwined with poverty, the will of
age a wider pool of employees, especially outside
governments, corruption and other problems outside
the U.S., to volunteer, and focus on recruitment of
of their influence.) That makes metrics difficult to
epidemiologists and physicians for several posidefine because the purpose of each Fellow’s assigntions that couldn’t be filled in the pilot round.
ment is so different.
• Pfizer will create a “request for proposal” for NGO
partners, with newly defined rules and responsibil-

From the perspective of field beneficiaries, NGOs

ities of all stakeholders.

note that certain clinical outcome measures may
apply to a given assignment—such as the reduction
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of avoidable deaths; the same holds for process meas-

There are evaluation challenges at the individual level,

ures, such as the number of epidemiological surveys

too. As with any corporate assignment, each Pfizer

completed. But no set of metrics applies at the pro-

volunteer is tasked with a set of objectives, negotiated

gram level, so each assignment must be judged inde-

with both the NGO and the Fellow’s home supervisor;

pendently on simply whether the Fellow met the stat-

the NGO is expected to evaluate results in a written

ed objectives. (See “Intended Impacts” of Appendix

appraisal, and the supervisor is to base the employ-

A.) The NGO partners will also look overall at how

ee’s annual performance review in part on that report.

well their beneficiary field organizations feel they’ve

Deliverables negotiated with corporate management,

been served—however each may define it—compared

however, can become quickly obsolete under delicate

to the administrative investment required of them.

field conditions, where objectives may shift with the

“Our factors of success will be largely qualitative and

changing needs of beneficiaries. Moreover, most

anecdotal,” says Appel of AJWS.

NGOs admit to having little experience in assessment, due partly to their lack of resources but also to

From Pfizer’s perspective, Luff and Ali are considerattitudes of field staff who don’t always offer fully criting numerous process measures to gauge the proical feedback—because of cultural reasons or for fear
gram’s success. Some metrics are quantitative, such
of losing future assistance. “NGOs don’t typically
as Fellows’ time donated (67 person months in the
think about assessment,” acknowledges McKinnell,
first round); the breadth and type of skill sets
but that’s no excuse for not demanding it. “Frankly,
deployed; and eventually the number of other compathat discipline is an important part of what we can
nies and their volunteers that join the program.
provide them. You can’t accept the premise that
Perhaps more important are qualitative factors, such
accountability standards should be lower in the nonas Pfizer supervisors’ assessments of the Fellows’ proprofit developing world. That’s the way to disaster.”
fessional development after returning home, and
No formal process, however, has yet been devised for
importantly, reviews from Fellows themselves on how
transferring that discipline—such as mechanisms for
effectively they were used by the NGOs. Admittedly,
providing feedback from NGO field staff to NGO
those measures are softer than other initiatives.
headquarters, and on to Pfizer, nor for methodically
“There are tradeoffs and, yes, a danger: the less procalculating the benefits gained by Fellows on Pfizer’s
grammatically focused we are, the harder it is to
behalf.
measure,” Luff says. “That’s okay, as long as our success factors are properly aligned with goals, and

How to maximize long-term impact? In Pfizer’s zeal

expectations are not set higher than is practical. If, in

to make a global impact, some partners foresee a ten-

a year or so, senior management isn’t comfortable

dency to place as many Fellows in as many organiza-

without harder metrics, then we’ll have to come up

tions, and in as many sites as possible. That approach

with the resources that will allow us to develop and

risks diffusing the effort and inevitably reducing the

measure a harder goal.”
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demonstrable value of the program. As one alterna-

has shown that Pfizer is willing to take tough meas-

tive, Kimble of Project HOPE recommends Pfizer

ures to stay focused on its objectives, and suggests it

build consistency and strength in fewer “centers of

can do the same in the case of surprises from

excellence,” if only to leverage the considerable invest-

Fellows. In the Diflucan Partnership Program, for

ment in field management that NGOs must make for

example, it has threatened to withdraw donations

each Fellow. “Pfizer will have to find a balance

from governments that permit illicit trafficking or

between broadening its NGO network and deepening

other obstacles that prevent the drugs from reaching

the value and relationship with each partner,” he says.

intended beneficiaries.

Appel of AJWS argues a contrary philosophy: Sending
Scaling up to meet the need. Even from Pfizer’s deep
Fellows repeatedly to the same organizations and
bench of 130,000 employees around the world, there
locations would create a “culture of dependency” in
is a finite pool of candidates with both appropriate
local field operations that may ultimately do them
skills and the desire to take an assignment in a develmore harm than good when resources are inevitably
oping country. And even if it can field the 50 or so felpulled out. Yet another view says Pfizer should conlowships it anticipates funding each year on a suscentrate on refining the best practices it demands of
tained basis, “the need is for thousands of volunteers,
its NGO partners, then leave to them the strategies
not dozens,” Hardwick acknowledges. To provide a
for how and where to best create impact. As the proresponse that is truly commensurate with the AIDS
gram matures, the divergence in possible philosocrisis, “the Fellows program will only succeed if it
phies certainly suggests the need for deeper evaluacatches on with other companies.” First, the current
tion of Pfizer’s strategic goals, and then aligning partpilot must prove that it can deliver demonstrable benners accordingly.
efits for both Pfizer and the NGOs. At that point,
So far, Pfizer has concentrated on building relation-

McKinnell says he is prepared to expand resources—

ships with headquarters officials at NGO partners,

perhaps as far as supporting an independent cross-

and has left to them—and to each Fellow—the appro-

sector clearinghouse that might eventually engage

priate means to engage and collaborate with local

thousands of volunteers. Whether other companies

stakeholders. It remains to be seen, however, if that

join Pfizer’s mission against HIV/AIDS, or adopt the

approach will be sufficient. Any number of unantici-

fellowship model for their own issues, he says, the

pated events—if activists react negatively, if Fellows

need is broad and deep—from IT specialists to help

can’t cope in the field, if local governments take

develop drug inventory systems, to finance profes-

adverse decisions or if post-colonial backlash mounts

sionals who can administer micro-lending programs.

against multinationals—may require the company
Pfizer has quietly begun sharing its intentions with
itself to take more direct responsibility for identifying
other large organizations; indeed, its primary intent
and delivering solutions. However, past experience
in offering this case study to the U.N. Global

www.bc.edu/corporatecitizenship
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Compact is to introduce the concept to like-minded

importance of incorporating stakeholders’ needs

partners. No further plan to engage other companies

into its activities, and by example encourages more

is yet in place, but the challenge is clear: The addition

of it in the future.

of future partners, as always, will entail establishing a

• Empowerment. The Fellows program offers unique

common vision and expectations, and developing

opportunity for employees to personally engage in

mutual trust. Moreover, Pfizer must be prepared to

the access goal, as well as to infuse company busi-

enumerate the benefits of the program for the benefi-

ness decisions and processes with their new

ciaries as well as for its business—whether in terms

insights upon return. For that to happen, manage-

of enhanced skills, employee retention or market

ment will likely need to make a concerted effort—

advantages—which is all the more incentive to devise

perhaps devise formal mechanisms—to systemati-

an appropriate evaluation methodology. The outreach

cally incorporate the volunteers’ learnings into

will also certainly require a measure of humility and

decision-making.

willingness to share reputational value with others—a

• Policy and Strategy. Healthcare access is a clearly

potentially hard sell if Pfizer is perceived to have clear

stated core, along with corporate citizenship and

“ownership” of the concept.

financial growth, of the Pfizer corporate mission.
Formal access policies are currently the subject of
internal debate, but certain principles have already

The Global Compact Performance Model

such as the commitment to Diflucan partnerships

ly focused on meeting external demands on the com-

to “sustain drug donations as long as need exists.”

pany and needs of the disadvantaged. However, it

It remains to be seen, however, whether the

offers considerable potential—yet to be realized at

Fellows initiative will necessarily lead Pfizer to a

this early stage—to inspire internal change in many

strategy of more collective problem-solving with all

of the ways that the Global Compact Performance

sectors in society, including local networks of

Model prescribes:

stakeholders.

• Vision and Leadership. The ambition of universal
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been established de facto by existing programs—

The Pfizer Global Health Fellows program is primari-

• Resources. At this early stage, the budgeted out-of-

access is shared broadly among Pfizer employees,

pocket costs of about $1 million, and even the

shareholders and communities, and senior man-

roughly $2.5 million for the compensation and

agement has shown both personal and institution-

benefits of about 50 Fellows per year, are not yet

al resolve—through the Fellows and other initia-

terribly significant compared to other Pfizer dona-

tives—to do its part to achieve the goal. By placing

tion programs. The human resources and organi-

trust in its NGO partners to oversee its employees

zational costs of the program, however, cannot be

(any corporation’s most valued asset) for extended

overstated. And importantly, management has

periods, senior management sends a signal of the

pledged to expand resources as benefits are
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proven. In terms of intangible resources, the pro-

in addressing the greatest needs of local organizations

gram will increasingly draw on the company’s

and other stakeholders (or merely offer up whatever

brand reputation as it expands, and on relations

volunteer skills they have available)—and if not, how

with global health authorities, local communities,

can Pfizer focus its efforts to better address those

and policymakers in the future.

needs? Will activists and other stakeholders perceive

• Value Chain. NGO partners have been integral to

Pfizer’s effort as a meaningful tool to expand access,

the design, implementation and evaluation of the

or as an exercise in window-dressing? Will other com-

program; indeed, it is their missions that Fellows

panies buy into the Pfizer vision to meet the need for

directly service. Through work with these partners,

a broader and sustainable pool of volunteers? Will

Pfizer has the opportunity to become better

returning Fellows, imbued with new understanding

exposed and respond to the needs of local govern-

of developing-world challenges and non-profit part-

ments, health authorities, communities and

ners, find opportunities and mechanisms to influence

patients, although no processes have yet been for-

company policies with those perspectives? And ulti-

mally established to do so. Similarly, the company

mately, can Pfizer “move the needle” in the quests to

intends to broadly exert its influence with other

make universal healthcare access a reality—and to

companies to offer their own volunteers, which if

contain the intractable epidemic of HIV/AIDS?

successful, could have a meaningful impact on the
The weight of these questions reflects the significance
goal of universal healthcare access.
of the mission, and underscores the possibilities that
• Though still in pilot testing, management is intent
cross-sector partnerships might realize by tapping the
on devising measurements appropriate to the goals
commitment and passion of individual contributors.
of the program. If practice with other access initiaMcKinnell, quoting Woodrow Wilson on the role of
tives prevails, those metrics will also be reported
business in the world, aptly summarizes the spirit of
publicly on a regular basis.
the Fellows initiative: “You are not merely here to
make a living…you are here to enrich the world, and

Open Questions

you impoverish yourself if you forget the errand.”

The nascent Fellows program still has many more
questions than answers: Will the volunteers deliver
measurable benefits to both Pfizer and the NGOs,
and will that value translate to improved access to
healthcare for AIDS victims in ways that are meaningful to the quality of their lives? Will that value be
worth the administrative burden for all partners to
maintain the relationship? Will the partners succeed

www.bc.edu/corporatecitizenship
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Appendix A

Pfizer Global Health Fellows
Pilot-Round Partners, Fall 2003
Fellow
Specialty
Field Location

Field
Organization
Beneficiaries

Academic Alliance for AIDS Care & Prevention in Africa
Kampala, Uganda/San Bruno, CA USA
Carol Plank
Nurse, sr. clinical trial monitor
Kampala, Uganda

Infectious Disease Institute,
Makerere University; Uganda
Joint Clinical Research Center

African Medical & Research Foundation (AMREF)
Nairobi, Kenya

www.aaacp.org
Develop clinical protocols
for HIV/AIDS therapy
trial; train nursing staff

www.amref.org

Joanne Blakely
Communications director
Nairobi, Kenya

AMREF, local
employers, community
organizations

Design HIV/AIDS
workplace prevention
program

Dale Glaser, PhD
Director
Nairobi, Kenya

AMREF

Develop evaluation and Medical
monitoring best practices
for HIV/AIDS strategy

Christine Grogan
Sr. marketing manager
New York, Nairobi

AMREF

Develop media and brand
awareness marketing
plan for fundraising
efficiency

Joy Mattson
Regulatory medical writer
Nairobi, Kenya

AMREF, African
health ministries and
policymakers

Improve documentation
and communications to
share program learnings

Regina McDonald
Sr. clinical study manager
Nairobi, Kenya

AMREF, African
health ministries and
policymakers

Improve project management for donor reporting
and policy advocacy

American Jewish World Service
New York, USA
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Intended
Impact

www.ajws.org

Patricia Hurley
Quality standards trainer
Kampala, Uganda

Traditional & Modern Health
Practitioners Together Agains
AIDS & Other Diseases

Evaluate traditional remedies
& train healers on HIV/AIDS
care & prevention

Deborah Wafer
Marketing manager
Mbale, Uganda

Foundation for the
Development of Needy
Communities

Develop expansion plan for
community health clinic
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Doctors of the World-USA (DOW)
New York, USA

www.dowusa.org

Annah Amos, M.D.
Medical information physician
Hanoi, Vietnam

DOW,
Medecins du Monde
(France & Canada)

Develop community
support program for
HIV/AIDS victims

Hans Groth, M.D.
Medical affairs director
Russia, Kazakhstan, Ukraine

DOW

Improve HIV “harmreduction” training for
local clinicians

Katherine Kim
Epidemiologist
Mae Sot, Thailand
St. Petersburg, Russia

Mae Tao Clinic (Tak
Province); DOW;
health ministries,
community organizations

Train data management
skills for tracking
health trends &
planning interventions

Eleanor Levine
Epidemiologist
Mai Chau, Vietnam

DOW, local
health authorities

Improve natal care &
intervention planning
among ethnic minorities

Kathryn Williams, Ph.D.
Grant writer
Kazakhstan, Russia, Vietnam

DOW

Develop proposals for
HIV/AIDS training and
TB control programs

Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation
Washington, D.C. USA
Joann Schmidt
Sr. scientist, pharmacology
Lilongwe, Malawi

Lilongwe Central
Hospital

Health Volunteers Overseas (HVO)
Washington, D.C. USA

www.pedAIDS.org
Develop lab testing
protocols to diagnosis
HIV/AIDS infections

www.hvousa.org

Sandra Logue
Pediatric nurse
Kampala, Uganda

Mulago Hospital,
Makerere University
nursing department

Instruct pediatric nurses
& students in assessment
and care of newborn diseases

Dennis Vargo, M.D.
Pharmacologist, internist
Kampala, Uganda

Makerere Medical
School

Instruct pharmacy & internal
medicine students; advise on
pharmacy masters
curriculum

Project HOPE
Millwood, VA USA

www.projecthope.org

John Posada, M.D.
Occupational health manager
San Pedro Sula, Honduras

Maria Catarino Rivas
Hospital; Project
HOPE

Develop and train clinical
& home care protocols
for HIV/AIDS patients

Evelyn Torres
Purchasing specialist
San Pedro Sula, Honduras

Project HOPE, Village
Health Bank

Determine feasibility of
microfinance & health
program for families
with HIV/AIDS

www.bc.edu/corporatecitizenship
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Appendix B

Setting Expectations
Each partner in the Global Health Fellows program has expectations of the others, all of which must be set at appropriate
levels to produce effective field results. Following are some key considerations for each partner:

Pfizer
7
1

2

6

5

Field
Beneficiary
3
Fellow

NGO
4

1. Fellow expectations of Pfizer:
Job security, compensation/benefits
Fair performance evaluation
Field support (ie, communications, security)
2. Pfizer expectations of Fellow:
Fulltime attention to NGO activity
Self-sufficiency and resourceful attitude
Professional development/job enrichment
3. Fellow expectations of NGO:
Orientation to culture & environment
Job preparation & work plan
Fieldwork direction and support
4. NGO expectations of Fellow:
Transfer skills & meet objectives
Focus on priorities
Adapt skills to field needs & conditions
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5. Pfizer expectations of NGO:
Define assignment & set realistic objectives
Prepare field staff
Select Fellow for appropriate assignment
Critical performance assessment
6. NGO expectations of Pfizer:
Direct & indirect-expense funding
Minimize resource burden
Set measurement standards
Protect non-profit mission
7. Field Beneficiary expectations of Pfizer
(occasional):
Future funding, personnel
Medicines, equipment
Research investment

at boston college

Appendix C

Sources interviewed for this case (city location denotes in-person interviews)
Pfizer Fellows
Joanne Blakely (Nairobi)
Director, HR Communications
Dr. Hans Groth (telephone)
Medical Director, EUCAN
Katherine Kim (telephone)
Senior Annual Report Associate
Eleanor Levine (telephone)
Senior Manager, U.S.
Planning/Analysis
Sandra Logue (Kampala)
Professional Healthcare
Representative
Joy Mattson (Nairobi)
Manager, Global Regulatory Writing

Tom Dougherty (telephone)
Executive Director, DOW

Pfizer Management

Kate Fincham (telephone)
Director of Program Support, HVO
Jared Fixmer (telephone)
Program Coordinator, Project HOPE
Dr. Elly Katabira (Kampala)
Associate Dean, Makerere
Medical School
Nancy Kelley (telephone)
Executive Director, HVO
Cary Kimble (telephone)
Director of Development, Project
HOPE

Atiya Ali (New York)
Manager, Fellows Program
Jeanne Ammermuller (Nairobi)
Manager, Corporate Communications
Laura Devlin (written
correspondence)
Vice President, Communications,
Corporate Human Resources
Charles Hardwick (New York)
Senior Vice President, Corporate
Affairs
Bernardo Lenis (written
correspondence)
EHS Manager, Colombia

Regina McDonald (Nairobi)
Senior Clinical Study Manager

Dr. Mores Loolpapit (Nairobi)
Program Development Officer,
AMREF

Carol Plank (Kampala)
Senior Clinical Research Associate

Julia Martin (Kampala)
Administrator, AAACP

Terry McCann (New York)
Security Director

Dr. John Posada (written
correspondence)
Occupational Health Manager

Mary Speciosa Mbabali (Kampala)
Nursing Dept. Head, Makerere
University

Dr. Henry McKinnell (New York)
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Joann Schmidt (written
correspondence)
Senior Scientist

Lisa Meadowcroft (Nairobi)
Executive Director, AMREF-USA

Evelyn Torres (written
correspondence)
Purchasing Specialist

Paula Luff (New York)
Director, International Philanthropy

Dr. Peter Ngatia (Nairobi)
Director of Programs, AMREF
Matthew Ngunga (Nairobi)
Project Coordinator, AMREF

Nancy Nielsen (New York)
Sr. Director, Corporate Citizenship
William Scandone (New York)
Director, International
Compensation/Benefits
Charlene Shapiro (telephone)
Vice President, HR Planning,
Corporate Affairs

Dr. Dennis Vargo (Kampala)
Cardiovascular Therapeudic
Area Head

Dr. Erisa Owino (Kampala)
Pharmacy Dept. Head, Makerere
University

NGOs and Field Beneficiaries

Dr. Allan Ronald (Kampala)
Member, AAACP

Ken Larson (telephone)
Corporate Social Responsibility
Manager, Hewlett-Packard Co.

Abigail Smith (telephone)
Director of Finance and
Administration, DOW

Kyle Peterson (telephone)
Strategy Consultant, Foundation
Strategy Group

Rajesh Anandan (telephone)
Head of Private Sector,
The Global Fund
Seth Appel (New York)
Director of Service Programs, AJWS

Other

Dr. Anne Wigglesworth (telephone)
Program Manager, DOW

Josephine Buruchara (Kampala)
Coordinator, HVO
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